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This story will take you across the deep blue 
sea to meet many amazing sea creatures from 
around the world. These animals communicate 
with each other using sound and light. 
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Jake Hunter Toben Hunter
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Kaleo’s Voice 
Chapter 1

 I’d rather just be friends 

Kaleo was as curious as a little dolphin could 
be. He couldn’t stop himself from swimming 
in circles and clicking and whirring all the time, 
for dolphins are excellent communicators. They 
speak to each other with a special language 
of clicks and sounds made underwater. Kaleo’s 
favorite thing to say was, ”Tik-a-tik-a-teeee!”  
(“Look what I can do!”) With one flipper up 
and one flipper down, he corkscrewed into a 
fantastic loop-the-loop.

All the dolphins were feeding, but Kaleo 
only wanted to play with his food, “Ee-ee-ee-
wheee!”

“Tic-ka-tik-ka-tik!” (“You must eat your 
food!”), said his momma sternly, “Be a good 
little dolphin.” 
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But Kaleo did not listen. He actually liked his 
little anchovy as a friend. Why would he want to 
eat it? It probably didn’t taste good anyway. 

“It seems like a nice little fish to me,” he said, 
“Phwee-eh-weeee eh wee! (I’d rather just be 
friends with it instead!)”

The only food Kaleo liked to eat was blue 
jellyfish. The jellies tasted so delicious to him that 
he ate them for breakfast, lunch, and dinner every 
day of the week. Hundreds of them billowed in 
the ocean currents waving as they slowly floated 
by like giant gum drops. 

“Tik-ka-tik-ka-tik! (You must eat your anchovy 
right now!)” scolded mother.

With a cross look on his face 
and a little, “Phwurr-trr-trrrr,” 
Kaleo gulped up the scared little 
anchovy and smiled at his mother 
obediently.

“Why it’s about time my little 
angelfish. Thwirr-prrrrr, (Thank 
you)” said mother.
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The first chance he 
got, Kaleo spat out the 
little anchovy as fast as he could. 

He whispered, “Don’t worry little 
anchovy, you’re safe and sound with 
me! I would never eat you! What is your 
name?” asked sweet, loving Kaleo. 

“It’s Jovi,” said the anchovy shyly. 

“Jovi! What a wonderful name! Would you 
like to play hide-and-seek or fin-tag?”

“I just want to swim with my family. Can you 
help me find my school again?”

“Of course!” answered Kaleo, “I can help you 
find your family!”

Because Kaleo was a dolphin, he could project 
his voice loudly under the water for all the other 
ocean animals to hear. “Click-click-tee-hee!” he 
called out, “Click-click-tee-hee!”

They searched all through the reef but couldn’t 
find a trace of Jovi’s schooling family. 
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Chapter 2
A language of lights and colors 

Kaleo spotted a school of squid, “(Have you 
seen my friend’s family?) Click-click-tee-hee?” 
he asked the squid.

 “No,” they answered. “But we could send 
a special message out across the reef for you. 
We communicate with light and colors.”

Squid are actually quite amazing. Many 
species can change color to communicate, 
and some species such as the Humboldt squid 
can even make their own glowing light. They 
hold bio-luminescent bacteria in their bodies 
that light up all their squid jelly like a lamp. 
They communicate by glowing.

“Look at my colors!” a squid exclaimed, 
“When I’m happy, I turn purple and blue! And 
watch this! I can flash my lights 
too! Can you do that?”
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Kaleo scrunched his face and tried as hard as 
he could but he didn’t change color. Not even 
a flipper. He was still as gray as could be.  

“Just dull gray. Hmm …” said the squid. He 
was used to telling how others felt by the colors 
they showed. “Poor dolphin, you must be sad.” 

With that, the concerned Humboldt squid 
began to flash quickly. The squid around him 
looked very interested in his light signals and 
responded by flashing the same patterns to 
relay his message. Shimmers of light seemed to 
ripple through the giant school of squid as far 
down the reef as Kaleo could see. Before long, 
the ripples of flashing light began to travel 
through the school back toward them. 

“Well, well, well!” the 
squid exclaimed. “A school 
of anchovies was spotted at 
the far end of the reef. You 
are sure to find them! 
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Chapter 3
The simple message of a big fellow 

With great swishes of their tails, Kaleo and 
Jovi raced to the other end of the reef. They 
hoped Jovi’s school was close, but instead of the 
school, Kaleo spotted a fin whale. Kaleo rushed 
to the gigantic whale who paid him no attention. 
Swimming slowly, the fin whale just kept plodding 
along.

“Excuse me Mr. Whale! Click-click-tee-hee?”

The fin whale didn’t bother to answer. It didn’t 
even bother to bat an eyelid. 

Kaleo tried again, “My, what a magnificent 
tail you have Mr. Fin whale!” Kaleo cautiously 
chirped. “It looks similar to mine, only it’s at least 
a hundred times larger! Click-bhrrr-twip-a-tee!” 

The whale didn’t stop swimming, but it did 
blink, and it stared intently at the little dolphin 
as if waiting for him to say something else just as 
flattering.“Well then...” the great fin whale said.
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Kaleo continued, “Your tail must be very, very 
strong. Whi-pip-ee-he.” 

“Indeed,” muttered the great fin whale.

Kaleo continued, “My name is Kaleo! My 
mother named me for my voice. In Hawaiian, 
‘ke’ means the, and ‘leo’ means voice– put them 
together and you get ‘Kaleo’. I have been using 
my helpful dolphin voice to send an important 
message as far as I can: Click-click-tee-hee!” 
Kaleo continued.  

“Yes?” The great fin whale asked. He still 
seemed a little amused.

“Well,” continued Kaleo, “As magnificent as 
you are, I am sure your impressive voice could 
carry a long way.”

“A long, long way,” answered the great fin 
whale.

“Well,” continued Kaleo, “Do you think you 
could send a message for me? We are looking for 
my friend’s family.” 
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“We are looking for a school of anchovies.”

With that, the great fin whale began to sing 
a strong, slow tune underneath the water with a 
voice so loud that Kaleo was startled and quickly 
backed away.

“Yup-yip   yup-yip   yup-yip   yup-yip,” the fin 
whale slowly called. 

Before long, they heard a faint answer come 
from the blue expanse in front of them.

“Yup-yup  yip  oh     yup-yup  yip  oh        
yup-yup   yip!”

The great fin whale smiled. “Just keep 
swimming into the blue water and you will surely 
find them, they were just spotted by a member of 
my pod up ahead.”

“Thank you Mr. Fin whale!” answered Kaleo 
and Jovi, and off they swam into the blue.
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Chapter 4
Lights in the darkness 

“Into the blue, into the blue …” Jovi kept 
repeating to himself the farther they swam. “I’m 
so nervous because I’m so small. It’s dangerous 
for me to be out here in the blue water without 
my school.”

“Don’t worry, Jovi,” Kaleo said. “I’m not as 
small as you, and I love it out here where the 
water is blue. Just stick with me, I’ll keep you safe 
and sound.” 

They continued swimming steadily along. 

“I think we’re swimming in circles!” Jovi 
exclaimed. “I think we’re lost! We don’t know 
which way to go!”

Kaleo started to get a little nervous too. “Into 
the blue? That was great advice when we were 
on the edge of the reef, but now, all I 
see is deep blue in every 
direction.” 
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The ocean was enormous 
and Kaleo didn’t know which 
way to swim. The Sun was going 
down. The water was changing from 
bright blue to blue-gray as night 
approached. 

“I can’t see anything! How will we find my 
school in the dark?” The two of them couldn’t 
imagine how their situation could get any worse, 
and just then, they saw an eerie glow begin to 
appear in the water ahead of them. They froze 
and remained totally still for fear of being seen. 
They hoped the glowing lights would disappear 
but they didn’t. Instead, they were coming closer. 
The lights began to dance and flicker in the dark 
water. Then, Kaleo saw a blue light flash—first 
once, then twice, then it grew dim.

They were swimming alone where predators 
lurked, but these blue lights seemed so inviting 
in the darkness—like they were lighting a path. 
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The glowing spots were everywhere. It looked 
like a shiny, glowing bubble-bath. Mesmerized, 
they both began to swim toward the lights.

Kaleo saw flutters of silvery scales among the 
glowing lights. Kaleo felt a flutter in his chest, 
his hope started to renew. Blink-blink-blink-
flash! They were now swimming with a school of 
lanternfish. 

There were thousands of them schooling 
together in a great swarm. Each lanternfish was 
quite small. Each was only a little bigger than 
your thumb. During the day, they didn’t appear 
to be anything special but when the Sun set 
and darkness spread over the waters, the little 
lanternfish could put on a dazzling light show. 
They communicated with each other through a 
secret code of light signals. 

Lanternfish are able to signal to each other in 
the darkness with their blue lights so they can 
move together as a school. 
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Each lanternfish had tiny spots running down 
each side of its body like a string of pearls. 

Each of the spots could make light. They 
were bio-luminescent! ‘Bio’ meaning life, and 
‘luminescent’ meaning to shine. 

Each flashing sequence meant something 
very different and very special to the fish. With 
their lights, they can say things like, “This way, 
follow me!” or, “Okay, I’ll follow you!”  With a fast 
flicker, they say, “Let’s go faster!” and with a soft, 
dim glow they say to each other, “Chillax. Take it 
slow. Relax.”

There is one additional secret message in the 
simple light-language of the lanternfish, but it 
is not a message that you would want to see 
because it means that danger is near—very near.
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 Each lanternfish has a large, bright light-
making spot inside its head. A lanternfish is never 
to use their headlight except in cases of extreme 
danger. When predators attack, one fish flashes its 
headlight brightly and it sends the whole school 
into a flashing frenzy. A great burst of light from 
every member of the school is enough to blind 
a predator, leaving it stunned and confused for 
a moment. Then, the lanternfish extinguish their 
lights and flit away into the darkness while the 
predator just stays there blinking its eyes. Strict 
cooperation and careful communication between 
members of their community can save a life.

“Hello glowing friends!” said Kaleo excitedly. 

A silent excitement of dim lights began to flicker 
and flash throughout the school.

“Shhh, said the lanternfish in unison. Don’t talk 
so loudly! We don’t wish to attract any unwanted 
attention!”

Then the flickering stopped and all the fish 
resorted to a soft, dim, calming glow.
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“We are looking for Jovi’s family, a school of 
anchovies,” Kaleo whispered this time.

“And what are you doing out in the darkness 
alone?” the lanternfish continued sternly. “Don’t 
you know how dangerous it is out here? You 
surely won’t make it through the night! There are 
sword fish and marlin and th-thresher sharks!” 
the lanternfish said with a stutter. “And just 
imagine what would happen if you swam into the 
tentacles of a gigantic jellyfish in the darkness.”

“You stop it right now! Can’t you see, you’re 
scaring them!” said another lanternfish. “You 
can school with us tonight. With our lights, we’ll 
lead you through the darkness in search for the 
anchovies,” the helpful lanternfish said assuringly. 
“We saw a school of anchovies pass by not long 
ago. I’m sure we can find them.”

Kaleo and Jovi gratefully swam into the center 
of the glowing swarm of lanternfish. Their soft 
lights flickered and bubbled and tickled all 
around them. 
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The lanternfish slowly and calmly pressed 
along through the darkness in a dazzling display 
of fluttering lights. It was mesmerizing– almost 
hypnotizing. Kaleo had never believed anything 
could be so beautiful.

They swam calmly among the dazzling lights 
for what seemed like hours, until Kaleo saw what 
appeared to be one tiny little bright flash in the 
distance at the head of the school. That flash was 
followed by thousands of bright flashes all around 
them. Kaleo was stunned. The bright flashes of 
the lanternfish had startled him. He stayed put, 
blinking and waiting for his eyes to adjust to 
the darkness. When he came to, the school was 
gone! All the lanternfish were gone. They all just 
seemed to have disappeared into the darkness. 
Kaleo and Jovi were now all alone in the dark 
black ocean. What had startled the lanternfish? 
Why did they flee? Kaleo and Jovi froze and 
remained as still as could be.
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Chapter 5
A sad, eerie sound in the dark 

In the darkness, Kaleo heard an eerie sound. 
It was a deep, powerful, sad sounding call. It 
sounded like long, slow notes made by dragging 
a bow over the strings of a violin. Whatever made 
the call must have been a gigantic sea creature.

“Oooo-oooooee. Ooohhh eeoooooh-
eeeeeeoh. Whoooo?” the sea creature called.

“Huh-huh Hello.” Kaleo said weakly.

“Oooohhhh? Heloooooo?” The gigantic 
creature answered.

“W-wha-we’re looking for a school of 
a-anchovies,” stuttered Kaleo. “You’re not going 
to eat us are you?

“Why certainly noooooot,” answered the 
creature. I am a baleen whale—a filter feeder.  I 
feed on small creatures that float in the water. 
I eat plankton,” said the whale. “Come closer 
to see me in the light of the moon. I am a great 
humpback whale.”
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 Kaleo approached the whale and saw its dark 
figure in the moonlight. It was magnificent. 

“I see your friends, the skittish lanternfish, left 
you alone at the first sign of danger. They startle 
easily. Lucky for yooou, it was just meee.”

“Yuh-yes,” answered Kaleo, still in shock. 

“I have seen your school of anchovies and I will 
take you to them. Stay close by my side and I will 
lead you through the darkness.”

Kaleo and Jovi stayed close by the whale’s 
side. Together, they swam through the night and 
listened as it sang its sad, moaning song.

“Ooooo-oo oo-weeeeee. Oo oooo whee 
hee! Eeeee-ee ee-meeeeee. (“It’s me. I’m 
swimming in the sea”)
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They swam and listened to the whale’s tune 
through the night. At first light, the dark ocean 
turned from blue-black to blue-gray and then to a 
magnificent bright-blue. 

In the morning light, the humpback whale called 
out, “Ooooooooooo! Oooooooo! (“It’s morning 
time.”)

Kaleo could now see the magnificent whale with 
its gigantic fins waving slowly through the water as 
it swam.

“Now that you can see, you are safe to continue 
your search. I wish you luck my little ones. For no 
matter how great or small you are, everyone in 
this world is important.” And with that, the great 
humpback whale swam off into the blue.

Off in the distance, Jovi saw a familiar sight. Her 
silvery school glistened and glinted in the light of 
the Sun.
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“It’s them! It’s them! Thank you Kaleo! You’re 
the best friend I’ve ever had.” Jovi gave Kaleo a 
big fish-lips kiss on the nose.  

The special moment had finally come! Kaleo 
couldn’t keep his excitement in. He cheered for 
Jovi with his wonderful, chattery dolphin voice. 
“Ee-ee-ee-ee! (Yay! Hooray!) Ee-ee-ee-ee! (Yay! 
Hooray!).”

Kaleo nestled Jovi inside his mouth and carried 
her back home to her school. At last, Kaleo said 
goodbye to his lovely friend. The search had paid 
off. They had looked for the school of anchovies 
near and far. And with the help of other friends in 
the sea, their message had been 
heard. For light, and sound, and 
friendship together make our 
messages heard wide and loud 
and clear.
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